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Incorporated in the year 2004. Advised by an eminent board of directors with experience in creating global ventures and managing multinational corporations. Created Mobistream – a live, streaming market info on the mobile with secure trading capability as our flagship product; for this product, Wifin was chosen as a “Showcase company for IT Innovation in India” by NASSCOM.

Has since developed a few more exciting and unique VAS offerings/ applications on the mobile, one of them being patented thru a US partner company – some partnership deals already in place. Is poised to usher in f-learning or e-learning 2.0 with capability to deliver content on the mobile too, with exciting partnerships. Revenue earning with B-E, set to leapfrog to the next stage.

Wifin received funding support from ABI ICRISAT through TDB & MSME for Mobile based Agri Info Services.